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Our Recent Papers on RL

� Finding task-relevant structures in text (AAAI 2018)

� Data Denoising in Relation Extraction (AAAI 2018)
u One of TOP 10 NLP papers in 2017 voted by PaperWeekly

� Label correction in noisy labeling problems (IJCAI-ECAI 2018)

� Hierarchical Relation Extraction (AAAI 2019)

� Learning to Collaborate: Joint Ranking Optimization (WWW
2018)
u Multi-agent reinforcement learning; deterministic policy; actor-critic

� Search Result Aggregation with HRL (in preparation to SIGIR
2019)
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Reinforcement Learning

Agent

Environment

At each step t:

• The agent observes a state St from

the environment

• The agent executes action Atbased

on the observed state

• The agent receives scalar reward Rt
from the environment

• The environment transfers into a new

state St+1
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Reinforcement Learning

� Sequential decision: current decision affects future

decision

� Trial-and-error: just try, do not worry about making

mistakes
u Explore (new possibilities)
u Exploit (with the current best policy)

� Future accumulative reward:maximizing the future

rewards instead of just the intermediate rewards at each step
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Difference to Supervised Learning

� Supervised learning: given a set of samples (x#, y# ),
estimate ': ) → +

� Given each example, the supervisor tells what is correct
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� The agent knowwhat a true goal is, but do not know
how to achieve that goal

� Learn optimal policy through interactions with the
environment

� Many possible solutions (policies), which is optimal?

Difference to Supervised Learning

target wrong

agent
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Applying RL in NLP

� Challenges
u Sparse reward (few feedback when making decisions)
uDifficulty in reward function design
uHigh-dimensional action space (e.g. Language

generation)
u High variance in training RL algorithms
u Extremely expensive to involve simulator (e.g. dialog

systems)
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Applying RL in NLP

� Strengthens of RL
uWeak supervision without explicit annotations
u Trial-and-error: probabilistic exploration
uAccumulative rewards: encoding expertise/prior
knowledge in reward design
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Applying RL in NLP

� Immediate rewards: t could be word/sentence, or any

symbol

t1 t2 t3 t4

Agent scans

a1 a2 a3 a4
R1 R2 R3 R4
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Applying RL in NLP

� Delayed rewards

t1 t2 t3 t4

Agent scans

a1 a2 a3 a4

Reward Estimator

Ø Comparing with gold-standard:

BLEU\ACC\F1

Ø By classifier: likelihood

Ø From prior/domain expertise:

sparsity or continuity
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Why RL in NLP

� Learning to search and reason

� Directly optimize the end metrics (BLEU, ROUGE,

Accuracy, F1)
uMachine translation, language generation, summarization

� Make discrete operations “BP-able” in deep learning
u Sampling
u Argmax
u Binary operations in neural networks
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RL in NLP & Search

� Search and reasoning
u Find optimal model architecture (e.g. autoML)
u Search for representation structures
u Search for reasoning path in graph

� Instance selection
u Selecting unlabeled data in SSL or co-training
u Selecting mini-batch order in SGD
u Removing noisy instance in distant supervision
u Label correction in noisy labeling

� Strategy optimization
u Language generation, dialogue strategy, ranking systems
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Learning Structured Representation for
Text Classification

Tianyang Zhang, Minlie Huang, Li Zhao. Learning Structured 

Representation for Text Classification via Reinforcement 

Learning. AAAI 2018.
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The Problem …

� How can we identify task-relevant structures
without explicit annotations on structure?

� Challenges
u NO explicit annotations on structure-weak supervision
u Trial-and-error, measured by delayed rewards
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Model Structure

Policy Network
(PNet)

Structured Representation
Model

Classification
Network
(CNet)

� Policy Network samples an action at each state when scanning the word sequence

� Structured Representation Model transfers action sequence to representation
u Two models: Information Distilled LSTM, Hierarchically Structured LSTM

� Classification Network computes the likelihood as reward signal
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Information Distilled LSTM (ID-LSTM)

� Distill the most important words (or remove 
irrelevant words) to the task

� Reward signal: the classification likelihood
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Hierarchically Structured LSTM(HS-LSTM)

� A structured representation by discovering hierarchical 
structures in a sentence

� Two-level structure: 
u Word-level LSTM + phrase-level LSTM
u Sentence representation: the last hidden state of phrase-

level LSTM
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Experiment

� Dataset
uMR: movie reviews (Pang and Lee 2005)
u SST: Stanford Sentiment Treebank, a public sentiment

analysis dataset with five classes (Socher et al. 2013)
u Subj: subjective or objective sentence for subjectivity

classification (Pang and Lee 2004)
u AG: AG’s news corpus, a large topic classification dataset 

constructed by (Zhang, Zhao, and LeCun 2015)
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Experiment

� Classification Results

� Examples by ID-LSTM/HS-LSTM
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Results of ID-LSTM (Word Deletion)

Sentiment irrelevant
words

Sentiment relevant
words
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Data Denoising
for Relation Classification

Jun Feng, Minlie Huang, Li Zhao, Yang Yang, 
Xiaoyan Zhu. Reinforcement Learning for Relation 
Classification from Noisy Data. AAAI 2018
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Noisy Labeling in Distant Supervision

� Relation Classification: given two entities and a

sentence, identify relation labels

� Distant Supervision (noisy labeling problem)

[Obama]e1 was born in the [United States]e2.

Relation: BornIn

[Barack Obama]e1 is the 44th President of the [United States]e2.

Relation: BornIn

Triple in knowledge base:<Barack_Obama, BornIn, United_States>
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Noisy Labeling in Distant Supervision

� Previous studies adopt multi-instance learning to 
consider the instance noises

Barack_Obama, United_States

Obama was born in the United States.

Barack Obama is the 44th President of the United States
BornIn

Relation

How can we remove noisy data to improve relation
extraction without explicit annotations?
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Model Structure

� The model consists of an instance selector and a
relation classifier

� Challenges:
u Instance selector has no explicit annotation on which 

sentences are labeled incorrectly
• Weak supervision -> delayed reward
• Trail-and-error search

Noisy
Data

Cleansed
Data

Instance
Selector

Relation
Classifier

Reinforcement
Learning
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Model Structure
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Training Procedure

� Overall Training Procedure
1. Pre-train the relation classifier (CNN)
2. Pre-train the policy network of the instance selector

with the relation classifier frozen
3. Jointly train the relation classifier and the policy

network
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Experiment

� Dataset
uNYT (Riedel, Yao, and McCallum 2010)

� Baselines
uCNN: is a sentence-level classification model. It does not 

consider the noisy labeling problem.
uCNN+Max: assumes that there is one sentence describing 

the relation in a bag and chooses the most correct sentence 
in each bag.

uCNN+ATT: adopts a sentence-level attention over the 
sentences in a bag and thus can down weight noisy 
sentences in a bag.
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Experiment

� Extraction performance (non-cleansed vs. cleansed)
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Label Correction in Noisy
Labeling for Topic Labeling

Ryuichi Takanobu, Minlie Huang, et al. A Weakly Supervised 

Method for Topic Segmentation and Labeling in Goal-oriented 

Dialogues via Reinforcement Learning. IJCAI-ECAI 2018.
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The problem…
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The Challenge is NO Annotation!

How can we do topic labeling on these large-scale
dialogues without much annotation efforts?

� Too many data

� Too expensive
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Prior
Knowledge

Central Idea

Noisy
Labeling

Policy
Training

Label
Correction

Noisy
Data

Corrected
Data

Local/global
Reward

� Start from noisy dataàcorrect dataàrefine policy

Run
Policy

C1: kw1, kw2, …, kwn
C2: kw1, kw2, …, kwn
C3: kw1, kw2, …, kwn
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Model Structure

� State Representation Network

� Policy Network
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The Scanning Process

C1
C1

C1
C1

C2
C2

C2
C3
C3

Se
qu

en
ce

sc
an
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Central Idea

� Local topic continuity: the same topic will continue in a

few dialogue turns

� Global topic structure: high content similarity within

segments but low between segments
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Experiment

Only with noisy labeling

With label correction
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Experiment

� Training converges well (loss, reward, accuracy,

RCR~relative change of data label)
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Visualization Examples

By Our RL ModelsBy Noisy Labeling
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Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning
for Relation Extraction

Ryuichi Takanobu, Tianyang Zhang, Jiexi Liu, Minlie Huang.

A Hierarchical Framework for Relation Extraction with 

Reinforcement Learning. AAAI 2019
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Relation Triple: ([Obama]es, BornIn, [United States]et)

Relation Extraction

� Relation Extraction

� Joint extraction of entity mentions and relation 
types.

Source 
entity

Target 
entity

Relation 
type

Obama was born in the United States.
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Existing Solutions

� Sequential Labeling (Tagging, Zheng et al. 2017)
uOverlapping relations?

� Pair-wise relation prediction (SPTree, Miwa and Bansal

2016)
u Enumerate all combinations
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Motivation

� Complex overlapping relations
u One entity participate in multiple relations in the same 

sentence

u Same entity pair in a sentence is associated with different 
relations

Bill Gates is the chairman of Microsoft Corporation.

Company of

Founder of

Steve Belichick, the father of Bill Belichick, died in Annapolis.

Parent--Children

Place of death
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Framework

� Decomposing relation extraction into
uRelation indicator detection (as option)
uEntity mention detection (as primitive action, treating
entity mention as argument of a relation)
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An Illustration Example
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An Illustration Example
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Experiment

SPTree is a strong baseline

using dependency parsing trees
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Summary

� Inweakly supervised settings
u Finding text structures
uDe-noising low-quality instances
uRe-assigning data labels
uDecomposing complex tasks to simple subtasks
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Messages and Lessons

� Keys to the success of RL in NLP
u Formulate a task as a natural sequential decision
problem where current decisions affect future ones!

uRemember the nature of trial-and-error when we have
no access to full, strong supervision.

u Encode the expertise or prior knowledge of the task in
reward.

u Applicable in manyweak supervision settings.
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